The 
(2) € < IA , -A |2 for a = 1, 2,...;
(3) 2°° , f 77 < <* where 77 = max. ,
We set H. = elm i/ Y? and K^ =K,. If we write 77 = ii f +8 where 1 ' n 1 2 1 ' n >n' n n (8"< / ) = 0 then lu -A I < t and IIS II < e for a = 1, 2, • • -. We will now n 'n lrn n[ n " n" n ' '
define operators V such that TV -V T will converge in norm to an oper- Note that IIV S.|| < UV || IIS.II <a e.<n.e. for all a, 7. (The last estimate II n j II -11 ti" " 7" -«7 -7?
follows by considering the two cases n < j, n > ;' and using the fact that Remark.
Let us now assume that T is hyponormal and o\T) is finite.
In that case T must be normal. Thus we write T = 2" , A.E. when the E.'s are just the spectral projections. In the case of an arbitrary operator T £ J8(H) we note that
